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This paper generalizes the Fan-Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz (FKKM) 
theorem of Ky Fan (“Game Theory and Related Topics,” pp. 151-156, North- 
Holland, Amsterdam, 1979; and Math. Ann. 266, 1984, 519-537) and the Ky Fan 
minimax inequality by introducing a class of the generalized closedness and 
continuity conditions, which are called the transfer closedness and transfer 
continuities. We then apply these results to prove the existence of maximal elements 
of binary relations under very weak assumptions. We also prove the existence of 
price equilibrium and the complementarity problem without the continuity 
assumptions. Thus our results generalize many of the existence theorems in the 
literature. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
The classical Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz (KKM) theorem is a 
basic result for combinatorial mathematics, which is equivalent to many 
basic theorems such as Sperner’s lemma, Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, 
and Ky Fan’s minimax inequality. Since Knaster, Kuratowski, and 
Mazurkiewicz [8] gave this theorem, many generalizations of the KKM 
theorem have been given. The most important generalization is the 
Fan-Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz (FKKM) theorem which was 
obtained by Ky Fan [4,5] and can be used to prove and/or generalize 
many existence theorems such as fixed point and coincidence theorems for 
non-compact convex sets and intersection theorems for sets with convex 
* I thank A. Mas-Colell, J. Zhou, and an anonymous referee for useful comments and 
suggestions. Of course, any remaining errors are my own. 
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sections (cf. Fan [S]). This paper offers a further generalization of the 
KKM theorem and the FKKM theorem of Fan [4, 53 by introducing a 
class of generalized closedness conditions, which are called the transfer 
closedness and transfer continuities. We then use our FKKM theorem 
(Theorem 3) to generalize the Ky Fan minimax inequality by relaxing the 
compactness and convexity of sets, the lower semi-continuity and 
quasi-concavity of functions. Since the Ky Fan minimax inequality is a 
fundamental variational inequality, many existence theorems for varia- 
tional inequalities and convex analysis can also be generalized by our 
minimax inequality. 
As applications of these results to economics and optimization theory, 
we generalize a class of existence theorems on the maximal elements of 
binary relations, price equilibrium, and the complementarity problem by 
relaxing the compactness and convexity of choice sets, the closedness 
(openness) of upper (lower) contour sets, and the continuity of excess 
demand functions. The motivation comes from economic applications 
showing that the feasible sets or the budget constraints are generally not 
(weakly) compact in an infinite dimensional commodity space and are not 
convex in the case of the indivisibility of commodities. Thus, relaxation of 
convexity of choice sets enables us to deal with the existence of maximal 
elements even though commodities are indivisible. Further, it may be 
remarked that Theorem 3, the minimax inequality in Theorem 4, and the 
existence theorems on maximal elements (Theorems 5 and 6) below are 
equivalent to one another. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 states some notation and 
definitions. Section 3 gives generalizations of the FKKM theorem by 
relaxing the closedness condition. In Section 4, we generalize the Ky Fan 
minimax inequality. Section 5 gives the existence theorems on maximal 
elements of strict and weak preferences which may be nontotal-non- 
transitive. Finally, in Section 6, we use our minimax inequality to prove the 
existence of price equilibrium and the complementarity problem. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Before the formal discussion, we begin with some notation and delini- 
tions. Let S be a subset of a topological (vector) space T and let D c S. 
Denote the collections of all subsets, convex hull, closure, and interior of 
the set D by 2O, co D, cl D, and int D, respectively. Denote by cl, D and 
int, D the relative closure and relative interior of D in S. Throughout the 
paper all topological vector spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and 
denoted by E. 
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Let X be a topological space. A functionf: X-t R u { ) aI } is said to be 
lower semi-continuous if for each point x’, we have 
‘irm$f f(x) 2f(x’), 
or equivalently, if its epigraph epi f = {(x, a) E Xx R: f(x) < u} is a closed 
subset of Xx IX. A function f: X + R u { f cc } is said to be upper semi- 
continuous if -f is upper semi-continuous. 
DEFINITION 1 (FS-Convexity ‘). Let Y be a convex subset of E and let 
121 #Xc Y. A correspondence F: X -+ 2 ’ is said to be FS-convex on X if for 
every finite subset {xi, x2, . . . . x,} of X 
co{.% x2, ..*, 4 = ij F(Xj). 
j=l 
Remark 1. Note that the FE&convexity of F implies that every point 
x E X is a fixed point of F(x), i.e., x E F(x). 
DEFINITION 2 (SS-Convexity2). Let Y be a convex subset of E. 
A correspondence F: Y + 2’ is said to be SS-convex if x +! co F(x) for 
all x E Y. 
DEFINITION 3 (y-Diagonal Quasi-Concavity). Let Y be a convex subset 
of E and let @ # Xc Y. A function 4(x, y): Xx Y + R! u { + CO } is said to 
be y-diagonally quasi-concave (r-DQCV) in x, if for every finite subset 
Ix 1, . . . . x,} c X and any x1 E co{xl, . . . . x,}, we have 
id 
I<j<m 
$(xj, xi.) < y. 
Remark 2. The above definition on y-DQCV is more general than that 
of Zhou and Chen [21]. Here we do not require that X= Y and X be 
convex. 
Remark 3. It is easily shown that a function 4: Xx Y -+ R u ( f co } is 
y-DQCV in x if and only if the correspondence F: X + 2 ’ defined by 
F(x) = { y E Y: &xi, y) < y } for all x E X is FS-convex on X. 
In the literature, there are two approaches to nontransitive-nontotal 
preference theory: one through “weak” (i.e., reflexive) preferences (see, e.g., 
Sonnenschein [ 131 and Shafer [123), and the other through “strict” (i.e., 
’ The FS is for Fan [S] and Sonnenschein [133. 
* The SS is for Shafer and Sonnenschein [121. 
‘Both Sonnenschein and Shafer assume that preferences are complete, and work with a 
weak preference relation as the underlying source of the strict preferences. 
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irreflexive) preferences (see, e.g., Schmeidler [ 111, Mas-Cole11 [9], Gale 
and Mas-Cole11 [lo], Yannelis and Prabhakar [ZO], Tian [16]). The 
distinction becomes important when preferences are not total. Kim and 
Richter [7] made the connection between the weak preference approach 
and the strict preference approach. We will generalize the existence 
theorems on maximal elements for both types of preferences by relaxing the 
compactness and convexity conditions. Suppose that the (weak or strict) 
preference relation is defined on Z and is a subset of Z x Z. Here 2 may 
be considered as a consumption space. Let 3 be the weak preference rela- 
tion. An element (x, y) in $ is written as x + y and read as “x is at least 
as good as y.” Let > be the strict preference relation. An elements (x, y) 
in > is written as x > y and read as “x is (strictly) preferred to y.” For 
each x, the weakly upper, weakly lower, strictly upper, and strictly lower 
contour sets (sections) of x are denoted by U,(x) = {ye Z: y+x}, 
L,(x) = U;‘(x) = {FEZ: x+y}, U,(x) = {FEZ: y>x), and L,(x) = 
U; l(x) = { y E Z: x > y }, respectively. 
In some cases, not all points in Z can be chosen, so let B c Z be a choice 
set, which may be considered as, say, the budget set or feasible set. 
DEFINITION 4 (Greatest Element). A weak binary relation 3 is said to 
have a greatest element on the subset B of Z if there exists a point x* E B 
such that x* 3 x for all x E B, or equivalently nxeB U,(x) # Qr on B. 
DEFINITION 5 (Maximal Element). A strict binary relation > is said to 
have a maximal element on the subset B of Z if there exists a point x* E B 
such that 1 x>x* for all XE B, i.e., U,(x*) = fa on B, where 1 stands for 
“it is not the case that.” 
Remark 4. In general there is no relationship between the +-greatest 
elements and >-maximal elements. However, when > is the asymmetric 
part of the preference 3, +-greatest elements are >-maximal elements and 
further they coincide if + is also complete.4 
3. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE FKKM TJSEOREM 
We begin by stating the FKKM theorem due to Fan [4,5] which is a 
generalization of the KKM theorem by relaxing the compactness and 
convexity conditions. 
4 The strict preference > is said to be the asymmetric part of 3 if x + y but not y 3 x. The 
preference 3 is said to be complete if, for any x, y E A’, either x + y or y 9 x. 
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THEOREM 1 (FKKM Theorem). In a Hausdorff topological vector space, 
let Y be a convex set and @ #XC Y. Let F: X-+ 2’ be a correspondence 
such that 
(a) for each x E X, F(x) is a relatively closed subset of Y, 
(b) F is FS-convex on X, 
(c) there is a nonempty subset A’,, of X such that the intersection 
n xcxO F(x) is compact and X,, is contained in a compact convex subset of Y. 
Then fLxF(x) + 0. 
Here, by relaxing the closedness condition, we extend Theorem 1 by 
relaxing the closedness and FS-convexity of F(x). Accordingly, we 
introduce 
DEFINITION 6 (Transfer Closedness). Let X and Y be two topological 
spaces. A correspondence G: X + 2’ is said to be transfer closed-valued on 
X if for every XE X, y $ G(x) implies that there exists a point x’ E X such 
that y # cl G(x’). 
DEFINITION 7 (Transfer Openness). Let X and Y be two topological 
spaces, A correspondence P: X -+ 2’ is said to be transfer open-valued on X 
if for every x E X, y E P(x) implies that there exists a point x’ E X such that 
y E int P( x’ ). 
Remark 5. Observe that a correspondence is transfer closed-valued if it 
is closed-valued; a correspondence is transfer open-valued if it, is open- 
valued by letting x’ = x. Also a correspondence P: X + 2’ is transfer open- 
valued on X if and only if the correspondence G: X + 21 defined by, for 
every x E X, G(x) = Y\P(x), is transfer closed-valued on X. 
THEOREM 2. In a Hausdorff topological vector space, let Y be a convex 
set and 0 #XC Y. Let F: X + 2’ be a correspondence such that 
(2a) F is transfer closed-valued on X; 
(2b) the correspondence cl y F: X + 2’ is F&convex on X; 
(2~) there is a nonempty subset X0 of X such that the intersection 
n xsxo cl y F(x) is compact and X,, is contained in a compact convex subset 
of Y. 
Then fLxF(x) + 0. 
Remark 6. Observe that in case F(x) is closed in Y, Condition (2a) in 
Theorem 2 is satisfied by letting x’= x. Theorem 2 then reduces to 
Theorem 1. Also Condition (2b) does not require that F satisfy the 
FS-convexity condition. Further, Conditon (2~) is satisfied if Y is compact. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. We first prove that n,, X cl y F(x) = nXsX F(x). It 
is clear that nXGXF(x)c nxtx cl, F(x). So we only need to show 
n xEXwbknx,x F(x). Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there is 
some y in n,,, cl,F(x) but not in nXsX F(x). Then v$F(x) for some 
x E X. By Condition (2a), there is some x’ E X such that y $ cl y F(x’), a con- 
tradiction. For x E X, let K(x) = cl y F(x). Then K(x) satisfies all conditions 
of Theorem 1 and thus, by Theorem 1, nxeX F(x) = n,,, K(x) # 0. 1 
Remark 7. Even though the transfer closedness of F, in general, is not 
a necessary condition for Theorem 2, it is, however, very weak. In fact, it 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for n,, X cl y F(x) = n,, X F(x). The 
proof of sufficiency is given in the proof of Theorem 2. Here we show it is 
also a necessary condition. Indeed, suppose n, c X cl ,, F(x) = fi,, X F(x). 
For every x~X, if y$F(x), then ,u#r),EXF(x)=nXE,clyF(x) and thus 
y 4 cl, F(x’) for some x’ E X. So F is transfer closed-valued. Thus it is the 
weakest condition which enables us to use the finite intersection property 
to show the nonemptyness of nxcX F(x). On the other hand, surprisingly, 
Tian and Zhou [ 181 recently proved that the transfer closedness of upper 
sections (contour sets) of a function f, defined by 
F(x)= {.wX:f(y)>f(x)), 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for the set of maximum points of the 
function f to be nonempty and compact when X is a compact set. 5 Thus 
this result generalizes the classical Weierstrass theorem by giving a 
necessary and sufficient condition. In Section 5, we will generalize this 
result to the existence of greatest elements of ordering relations. 
Theorem 2 does weaken the closedness and FS-convexity conditions of F 
in Theorem 1. The following simple examples show that Theorem 2 is not 
included in Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Y = [0, l] and let X consist of all rational points in Y 
and thus X is non-compact and non-convex on Y. Let F: X+ 2’ be defined 
by, for all x E A’, F(x) consisting of all rational points in the interval [x, 11. 
Note that F(x) is non-closed except for x = 1 and the FS-convexity condi- 
tion is not satisfied, so we cannot apply Theorem 1. But Hypotheses (2a), 
(2b), and (2~) of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Indeed, for every x E X, if 
Ye F(x), we can find a point x’ E X, say x’ = 1, such that y # cl y F(1) and 
cl y F is FS-convex since cl y F(x) = [x, l] for all x E X If we let X,, consist 
5 This condition can be equivalently stated as follows: If for points x, YE X, f(y) <f(x) 
implies that there exists a point x’ E X and a neighborhood M(y) of y such that f(z) <f(Y) 
for all ZEN(~). A function f which satisfies this condition is said to be transfer upper 
continuous. 
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of all rational points in [l/2, 11, then n, E x,, cl y F(x) = { 1 } is compact and 
X0 is contained in a compact convex subset [l/2, l] of Y. Hence, by 
Theorem 2, fix, x F(x) # 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Y 7 [0,2] c R and let X= (0, l/4) u (l/3, 1) which is 
non-compact and non-convex. For each x E X, let F(x) = (x, 21. Then, for 
any XEX, F(x) is not closed in Y and the FS-convexity condition is not 
satisfied (since x 4 F(x)) so we cannot apply Theorem 1. But all the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied. In fact, for any XE X, if y 4 F(x), 
then y 6 x. If we take any x’ with x < x’ and x’ E X, we have y $ [x’, 21, 
i.e., y $ cl, F(x’). So Condition (2a) is satisfied. Let X,, = (l/2, 1). Then 
n xcxO cl, I;(x) = [ 1,2] is compact and X0 is contained in the compact 
convex subset [0, 11. Thus Condition (2~) is satisfied. Condition (2b) is 
clearly satisfied. Hence n,, x I;(x) # 0 by Theorem 2. (It can be easily 
verified that nxExF(x)= nxEXclYF(x)= [l, 21 #a.) 
It may be remarked that Example 2 also shows that Theorem 2 cannot 
guaranteey*EXevenify*Er),.x F(x). 6 If we require that y * be in X, we 
need to strengthen Condition (2~) and have the following theorem which is 
the key mathematical tool in this paper: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose all the conditions in Theorem 2 hold except that 
Hypothesis (2~) is replaced by 
(3~) there exists a nonempty set X,, c X such that for each y E Y\X, 
there exists a point x E X,, with y $ cl y F(x) and X0 is contained in a compact 
convex subset of Y. 
Then Xn (fLxF(x)) + 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Condition (3c), we know that D ES 
f-l XE x,, cl y F(x) c X0. Since X0 is contained in a compact convex subset of 
Y, D is compact. Hence, by Theorem 2, n,, x F(x) # 0. Now for any 
mxoX F(x), we must have y E D c X0, for otherwise y # cl, F(x) for 
some xeX,. Hence ye X. 1 
4. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE KY FAN MINIMAX INEQUALITY 
Tian [14, 151 generalized the minimax inequalities of Fan [3], Allen 
[ 11, and Zhou and Chen [21] by relaxing the convexity of sets and 
showed that they are equivalent to the FKKM theorems. We now give 
further generalizations of the Ky Fan minimax inequality by relaxing the 
6 This is also true for Theorem 1. 
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lower semi-continuity and y-diagonal quasi-convexity conditions. We first 
introduce 
DEFINITION 8 (y-Transfer Lower Semi-Continuity). Let X and Y be two 
topological spaces. A function 4: Xx Y + R u { f cc } is said to be 
y-transfer lower semi-continuous in y if for all x E X and y E Y, $(x, y) > y 
implies that there exists some point x’ E X and some neighborhood J(y) 
of y such that 4(x’, z) > y for all z E JV( y). 
THEOREM 4. Let Y be a nonempty convex subset of a Hausdorff topologi- 
calvectorspaceE,let~#XcY,lety~IW,andlet~:XxY~IWu{+oo} 
be a function such that 
(4i) it is y-transfer lower semi-continuous in y; 
(4ii) for every finite subset {x1, x2, . . . . x,} of X, co{x,, x2, . . . . x,} c 
U~=lcl,{Y~Y:~(x~,Y)~Y}; 
(4iii) there exists a nonempty subset Cc X such that for each y E Y\C 
there exists a point x E C with y E int ,, {z E Y: 4(x, z) > y } and C is contained 
in a compact convex subset of Y. 
Then there exists a point y* E X such that 4(x, y*) < y for all x E X. 
Proof of Theorem 4. For x E X, let F(x) = {y E Y: 4(x, y) < y}. Then, 
by Conditions (4i) and (4ii), F(x) satisfies Conditions (2a) and (2b) of 
Theorem 3. By Condition (4iii) and the definition of F, we know that for 
each YE Y\C there exists a point x E C with y $ cl, F(x). Hence, by 
Theorem 3, Xn (nxeX F(x)) # 0. Thus there is a point y* E X such that 
4(x, y*)<y for all XEX. 1 
Remark 8. Note that Condition (4i) is satisfied if 4(x, y) is lower 
semi-continuous in y, Condition (4ii) is satisfied if 4 is y-diagonally 
quasi-concave in x E X, and Condition (4iii) is satisfied if X = Y and Y is 
compact. 
Remark 9. Theorem 4 generalizes the minimax inequality of: Fan [3] 
by relaxing the quasi-concavity and lower semi-continuity of 4 and the 
convexity and compactness of X; Allen [ 1 ] by relaxing the quasi-concavity 
and lower semi-continuity of 4 and the convexity of X; Zhou and Chen 
[21] by relaxing the y-diagonal quasi-concavity and lower semi-continuity 
of 4 and the convexity of X; Tian [ 143 by relaxing the y-diagonal quasi- 
concavity and lower semi-continuity of 4; and Tian [lS] by relaxing the 
y-diagonal quasi-concavity of 4. 
Remark 10. Similar to those in Zhou and Chen [21] and Tian [14], 
Theorem 4 can also be proved independently of Theorem 3 by using the 
Brouwer’s fixed point theorem. 
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Remark 11. Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 are in fact equivalent. This is 
because Theorem 3 can also be derived from Theorem 4 by defining 
qUxY+~Ru(+cx~} by 
if (x,y)~G 
otherwise, 
where YE R and G= {(x, y)~Xx Y: y~F(x)}, and then applying 
Theorem 4. 
5. THE EXISTENCE OF MAXIMAL BINARY RELATIONS 
In this section, we use Theorem 3 to prove the following theorems 
(Theorems $6) which give sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
greatest element for weak preferences and a maximal element for strict 
preferences on non-compact and non-convex infinite dimensional choice 
sets. It will be noted that the weakly upper (strictly lower) contour sets 
may not be closed (open). The preference relations may be nontransitive- 
nontotal. Thus we can obtain the demand correspondence ven though the 
budget set is non-compact (for instance, with zero prices for some com- 
modities) and non-convex (e.g., with indivisible commodities), preferences 
are nontransitive-nontotal, and further the weakly upper (strictly lower) 
contour sets may not be closed (open). 
DEFINITION 9 (Transfer Upper Continuity). Let Z be a topological 
space and let 0 # B c Z. A preference relation 3 defined on Z is said to 
be transfer weakly upper continuous on B if for all x E B and y E Z, x > y 
implies that there exists a point x’ E B and a neighborhood .N( y) of y such 
that x’ > z for all z E Jlr( y). 
DEFINITION 10 (Transfer Weakly Upper Continuity). Let Z be a 
topological space and let 0 #B c Z. A preference relation 3 defined on Z 
is said to be transfer weakly upper continuous on B if for all x E B and y E Z, 
x > y implies that there exists a point x’ E B and a neighborhood J”(y) of 
y such that x’ $ z for all z E JV( y). 
Remark 12. It is clear that a preference relation 3 is transfer upper 
continuous on B if and only if U,: B -+ 2= is transfer closed-valued on B. 
DEFINITION 11 (Generalized SS-Convexity). Let Y be a convex subset 
of E and let 0 #Xc Y. A correspondence F: X+ 2’ is said to be 
generalized SS-conuex on X if for every finite subset {xi, x2, . . . . x,] of X 
and X~ECO(X,,X~, .. . . xm), xi$F(x,) for some 1< j<m. 
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Remark 13. Note that the %-convexity of F implies the generalized 
S&convexity. The converse statement may not be true unless X= Y. 
The following theorem shows the existence of greatest elements on a 
non-compact and non-convex set for weak preferences. 
THEOREM 5. Let Z be a convex subset of a Hausdorff topological vector 
space E, let a# B c Z, and let 3 defined on Z be a weak binary relation 
such that 
(5i) U, is transfer closed-valued on B; 
(5ii) cl, U, is FS-convex on B; 
(5iii) there exists a nonempty set Cc B such that for each y E Z\C 
there exists a point x E C with y $ cl, U,(x) and C is contained in a compact 
convex subset of Z. 
Then 3 has a greatest element on B. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof is a consequence of Theorem 3. For 
XE B, let F(x)= U,(x). Then F(x) satisfies all the assumptions of 
Theorem 3. Hence, by Theorem 3, B n ( nxsB U,(x)) # 0. Thus there is a 
point y* in Bn (nXeB U,(x)) which means y* 3 x for all x E B. 1 
Remark 14. Theorem 5 is also equivalent to Theorem 3 since we can 
get Theorem 3 from Theorem 5 by defining a relation 3 on Z by, for each 
XE X, y+ x if and only if YE F(x), and then applying Theorem 5. 
When preference relations become orderings (i.e., relations are reflexive, 
transitive, and total), the transfer closedness of U, completely characterizes 
the existence of greatest elements of 3. The following propositions 
generalize the well-known Weierstrass theorem by giving necessary and 
sufhcient conditions and are slight extensions of the results obtained in 
Tian and Zhou [ 181 to preference relations. For the completeness, we give 
the proofs of these propositions even though they are essentially the same 
as those in Tian and Zhou [18]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let B be a nonempty compact subset in a topological 
space and let 9 be an ordering. Then 3 attains its maximum if and only tf 
3 is transfer weakly upper continuous on B. 
Proof Sufficiency. By way of contradiction, suppose 3 does not attain 
its maximum on B. Then for each y E B, there exists a point x E B such that 
x> y. By the transfer weakly upper continuity of +, there exists a point 
x’ E B and a neighborhood M(y) such that x’ 3 y’ for all y’ E JV( y). It 
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follows that B c Urc B N(y). Since B is compact, there exist finite points 
{Yl? Y29 ***v y,} such that Bc u;= r Jlr( yi). Let xi be the associated point 
such that xi 3 y’ for all y’ E N( yi). For the finite subset {xi, xi, . . . . XL}, 3 
has a greatest point, say, xl,, i.e., xi 3x: for i= 1,2, . . . . n. Since 3 has no 
maximum point on B by the hypothesis, xi is not a maximum point of 3 
on B, thus there is x E B, such that x>x;. But x E Y( yj) for some 
1 <j< n, therefore x>x; +xj + x, a contradiction. Hence + attains its 
maximum on B. 
Necessity. This is trivial. Just let x’ be any maximal element of 3. Then 
x’ >/ y’ for all y’ E B. 1 
Sometimes, we want the set of greatest elements of 3 to be not only 
nonempty but also compact, say, we want the demand correspondence to 
be nonempty and compact in order to use fixed point theorems to show the 
existence of competitive equilibrium or equilibrium for abstract economies 
(cf. Tian [ 171). Then we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let B be a nonempty compact subset in a Hausdorff 
topological space and let 3 be an ordering. Then the set of greatest elements 
of > is nonempty and compact if and only if U, is transfer closed-valued on 
B, i.e., if and only if 3 is transfer upper continuous on B. 
Proof Necessity ( * ). Suppose that the set of greatest elements of 3 
is nonempty compact. Since + is an ordering, then for every x E B, if 
y 4 U,(x) for some y E B, y $ U, (x’), where x’ E B is a greatest element of 
3 on B. Since the set of greatest elements is compact, there exists a 
neighborhood M(y) of y such that y’ $ U,(x’) for all y’ EN(~). Thus, 
y +! cl, U, (x’). Hence U, is transfer closed-valued on B. 
Sufficiency ( -C ). Since U, is transfer closed-valued, nxeB cl U,(x) = 
n XSE U,(x). Now for any finite subset (x,, x2, . . . . x,} t B, 3 has a 
greatest element, say, x1, on the finite set, i.e., x1 + xi for i = 1, . . . . m. Then 
x1 E U,(xi) for i= 1, . . . . m. Therefore, /z/ # fly=, U, (xi) c fly! 1 cl, U,(x,). 
Hence the family of sets {cl, U,(x): XE B} has the finite intersection 
property on B. Also, since (cl, U,(x): x E B} is a family of closed subsets 
in the compact set B, @ # nxeBclz U,(x)= nxeB U,(x) which means 
that there exists a point x* E B such that x* 3 x for all x E B. Since the set 
of greatest elements n,, B cl, U,(x) is a closed subset of B, it is 
compact. 1 
Theorem 3 can also be used to prove the existence of maximal elements 
on a non-compact and non-convex set for strict preferences. 
THEOREM 6. Let Z be a convex subset of a Hausdorff topological vector 
space E, let 0 # Bc Z, and let > be a strict binary relation on Z such that 
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(6a) L, is transfer open-valued on B; 
(6b) int, U, is generalized ,%-convex on B; 
(6~) there exists a nonempty set Cc Z such that for each YEZ\C 
there exists a point x E C with y E int, L,(x) and C is contained in a compact 
convex subset of Z. 
Then > has a maximal element on B. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let F(x)=Z\L,(x). Then {XE X: U,(x)=@} = 
n XE X F(x), F is transfer closed-valued, and Condition (6~) implies Condi- 
tion (3~). So we only need to show that U, is FS-convex. Suppose, by way 
of contradiction, that there exists a point x,, E co {xi, x2, . . . . x,} of Z which 
is not in cl, F(x,)=Z\int, L,(x) for all j. Then x,~int, L,(x,), so 
xj E int, U, (x0) for all j, which contradicts the generalized SS-convexity of 
int, U,(x,). Hence, by Theorem 3, nXcX F(x) # @. So there exists some 
point x* E X such that U,(x*) = /a. 1 
Remark 15. Theorem 6 generalizes the results of Sonnenschein [ 131 
and Yannelis and Prabhakar [ZO] by relaxing the openness of the strictly 
lower contour sets and the compactness and convexity of the choice sets. 
Note that Theorem 5 can be also derived from Theorem 6 if we define a 
strict binary relation > on Z by x > y if and only if 1 y 3x and then 
apply Theorem 6. Thus our Theorem 3, Theorem 4, Theorem 5, and 
Theorem 6 are equivalent to one another. 
It may be interesting to know the relationships among the various 
convexities for preference relations. For example, many economists (say 
Shafer and Sonnenschein [12], Border [2], Yannelis [20], etc.) use the 
SS-convexity hypothesis to prove existence theorems in economics when 
preferences are nontotal-nontransitive. Is this hypothesis weaker than the 
convexity of U,( .) or the weak-convexity’ of relation >/ when + is an 
ordering? The following proposition proves that these convexity conditions 
are equivalent to one another when a preference relation becomes an 
ordering. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let preference relation 3 on Z be an ordering, and let 
> be the asymmetric part of +. Then the following statements are equivalent 
to one another. 
(1) The relation 3 is weakly convex on Z. 
(2) U,(x) is convex for every x E Z. 
(3) U,(x) is convex for every x E Z. 
’ A relation 2= is weakly convex if y + x implies AJJ + (1-2)x$x for all 0 < 1~ 1. 
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(4) Us is SS-convex on Z. 
(5) U, is FS-convex on Z. 
Proof: Implications from (1) to (2), (2) to (3), (3) to (4), and (5) to (1) 
are obvious. We only need to show that (4) implies (5). Indeed, suppose, 
by way of contradiction, that there exists a point x1 in the convex hull of 
some finite subset {xi, x2, . . . . x,} of Z which is not in U,(x,) for any j. 
Then x1 E L,(xj), so xi E U,(x,) for all j. But then xi, E co U,(x,), a 
contradiction. 1 
6. PRICE EQUILIBRILJM AND THE COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM 
In this section we will study the existence of price equilibrium and com- 
plementarity by using Theorem 4. The equilibrium price problem is to find 
a price vector p which clears the markets for all commodities (i.e., the 
excess demands f(p) < 0 for the free disposal equilibrium price or f(p) = 0) 
under the assumption of Walras’ law. Here we give an existence theorem 
on price equilibrium by relaxing the lower semi-continuity of the excess 
demand functions. For simplicity, we only work with the Euclidean space 
n+l R . 
THEOREM 7. Let A,, be the closed standard n-simplex and let 
f:A,-+R”+l be an excess demand function such that 
(i) the function 4: A, x A,, + [w defined by d(p, q)= p.f(q) is 
O-transfer lower semi-continuous in q; 
(ii) for all p E A,,, p. f (p) < 0 ( Walras’ Law). 
Then there exists a price vector q* E A, such that f(q*) < 0. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let &p, q)=p .f(q). Then 4 satisfies all the 
conditions of Theorem 4 with y = 0 (by noting A, is compact so that 
Condition (4iii) is satisfied) and thus there exists some q* E A,, such that 
+(p,q*)=p-f(q*)<Ofor allpeA,. Hencef(q*)<O. 1 
Remark 16. The O-transfer lower semi-continuity of #(p, .) means that, 
if the excess demand f( q) at price vector q is not affordable at price vector 
p, then there exists a price vector p’ such that the excess demand f(z) at 
any price vector which is sufficiently close to q is also not affordable at the 
price vector p’. Note that, since ~20, this condition is satisfied if every 
component off is lower semi-continuous by letting p’ = p. 
We now consider a mathematically more general problem which is 
known as the nonlinear complementarity problem. 
409/170/Z-12 
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Let X be a convex cone of a vector space, let f: X + E * (dual of E). The 
problem is to find a p such that f(p) E X* c E* (which is the polar cone) 
and (p, f(p)) = 0. In particular, if C = rWT+ ‘, then the condition that 
f(p) E X* becomes f(p) < 0. In the following, we give an existence theorem 
on the complementarity problem which generalizes the results of 
Karamardian [6, Theorem 3.11 and Allen [ 1, Corollary 23. 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a cone in a Hausdorff topological vector space E 
and lets f: X -+ E* be a mapping such that the function 4: Xx X -+ R v 
{ f CC } defined b y, or every (p, q)EXxX, i(p, q)= (p-q,f(q)), satisfies f 
the following conditions: 
(i) (b(p, q) is O-transfer lower semi-continuous q E X; 
(ii) there exists a nonempty set D c X such that for each q E X\D 
there exists some p E D and some neighborhood N(q) of q with #(p, z) > 0 
for ail z E M(q) and D is contained in a compact convex subset of X. 
Then there exists a price vector q* E X such that f(q*) E X* and 
(q*,f(q*)) =O. 
Proof of Theorem 8. Since 4 is linear in p, it satisfies Condition (4ii) of 
Theorem 4. Conditions (4i) and (4iii) are clearly satisfied. Then by 
applying Theorem 4 to $(p, q) with y = 0, we have the existence of some 
q* E X such that $(p, q*) < 0 for all p E X. That is, (p-q*, f(q*)) < 0 for 
all PIZX. From Lemma 1 of Allen [l], we have (q*, f(q*))=O. So 
f(q*)EX*. I 
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